The Carrier Sparrow.
New Amazing Game from ASD!

The Advanced Software Development company is glad to inform you that we have finished
developing the new arcade game The Carrier Sparrow for iPad. Due to our rich experience in
design and software development, we have created the amazing game with easy-to-use
interface, awesome design and interesting plot.
The main hero is a little carrier sparrow. He must fly around the world, deliver the letter and
find the rescuer for the princess! He has to travel almost everywhere: Egyptian deserts, snowy
Russian fields, and so on.

So you will never tired of playing this game. Our creative designers did their best, so in The
Carrier Sparrow you can enjoy funny screen savers and fascinating pictures.

But the most interesting is yet to come! You can gradually updates your character earning
scores and bonuses.

For example, you can buy a lot of upgrades and improvements. It allows you to upgrade your
Sparrow so that he will turn into a superfast jet and will be able to get over all the difficulties
much faster and fly for longer distance.
Upgrade your sparrow, made him superfast and ultramodern like a jet, fly with him around the
world and find the rescuer for the princess!
Also there is a system of achievements. You can get this or that achievement as soon as you
score enough points or after performing some action, for example after flying for long
distance.

Due to the unique game features you can share your achievements with your friends in
Facebook or twitter.
In conclusion we would like to say, that you will really enjoy the easy-to-use interface and
creativity of this game. With The Carrier Sparrow you can really make time fly by fast.
The Carrier Sparrow is available to download on the App Store:
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/the-carrier-sparrow-hd/id552329410?mt=8

